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SANSKRITI MODEL UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE 

 

Modern School, Barakhamba Road participated in a Sanskriti Model 

United Nations Conference organised by Sanskriti School, 

Chanakyapuri from 13th July to 15th July 2022. It was a prestigious and 

highly competitive All-India MUN. Our school won the Best 

Delegation award. The following students were able to secure awards in 

their respective committees:  

• Amav Gupta (S7E) - Best Delegate  
• Ishita Gulla(S5B) - Verbal Mention 
• Nikita Mital (S5A)- Honorable Mention  
• Aaina Saini (S7I)- Honorable Mention 
• Arjun Veer Sen (S6I) -Honorable Mention  
• Armav Bathla (S7F)-Verbal Mention  
• Krish Wallia(S5A)-Verbal Mention •  
Representatives from the MO schools in India, as well as reputable 

educational institutions from around the world attended the Tenth 

iteration of SMUN. The Conference held a wide range of engaging 

debates and discussions dependent on knowledge of international and 

national affairs as well as logical acumen. It was a highly learning 

experience for all the delegates.  

WHAT’S 
NEW AT 
SCHOOL:  
 

1. Sanskriti 

Model United 

Nations 

Conference 

2. Round 

Square 

Virtual 

Conference, 

Australia 

3. Round 

Square Zoom 

Postcard 

4. Creative 

Corner 
 

 28th August 2022 to 3rd September 2022 
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ROUND SQUARE VIRTUAL CONFERENCE, AUSTRALIA 
 

Round Square Zoom postcard was organised by MLC School, Australia on  3rd August, 

2022. It brought together around 100 participants from India, Australia, Kenya, Japan, 

Pakistan and South Africa.  

The Modern School delegation comprised Parnika 

Bharadwaj(S7B), Sharvi Mittal(S7G), Aarya Prasad 

(S7J), Avni Jain(S7G), Anvi Agarwal(S7F) and 

Mahhira Bindra(S6E). The students were mentored 

by the Round Square representative of the Modern 

School, Barakhamba road- Ms. Shalini Dahiya.  

In the Baraza discussions, the delegates first had an 

icebreaking session following which they discussed 

their interpretations of the word ‘Biases’. Then they 

shared their anecdotal experiences, thoughts and 

stories related to it and shared their view on 

‘Breaking Bias’. 

After a deep and meaningful discussion, the Baraza 

groups came to an end, and the delegates were brought 

together for the closing ceremony. 
 

ROUND SQUARE ZOOM POSTCARD 

Thomas More College, South Africa conducted a Round Square Zoom postcard on 17th August, 

2022. The theme was ‘Poverty and Women's Rights’. It brought together participants from 

Argentina, Kenya, India, Peru, Pakistan, Chile and         South Africa. Modern School was 

represented by Shivya Narula(S6G), Ananya 

Dhawan(S6G), Ananya Jain(S6G), Nirvaan Bawa(S6G), 

Jasmine Kaur(S7C), and Adwitya Wilson(S6F). It started 

with a meet and greet and short video of a play 

emphasizing on Women’s Rights. It was followed by a 

brief speech. Then the call continued with two leading 

Speakers who gave an informative speech about gender 

equality, basis of gender discrimination in South Africa, 

and contribution of women towards            economy. 

The students were then divided into small Baraza Groups 

followed by a discussion. Modern School delegates 

participated enthusiastically and landed up in an 

interactive and productive discussion with everyone. It  

helped us come up with various solutions to further improve the conditions of women. 
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*An Unspoken Truth* 
 

In a cage everyday suffocated and trapped, 
Free me, 

Let me be, 
And a better world you shall see. 

Nature, animals and trees, 
They are the only key. 

We have emotions, 
We are one, 

Play with me, 
I promise you fun. 

Unity is the only way, 
We all shall come. 

 
Under the weight of this net, 

Free me and the sun shall never set. 
 

Aaditya Narain 
S5 H 
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Modern School, Barakhamba Road, is not just an educational institution but also a garden with 

thousand budding flowers of their own kind, nurturing them every passing year with a core value 

system. This system allows creative young minds to come forward to showcase their artistic side. 

The school encourages all students to be able to express their feelings and emotions freely without 

any judgement criteria. This allows the children to be most expressive that exposes them to the 

world of vulnerability which is indispensable in the absolute growth of a child.  

                 

                    

Compiled by: Ms Sasha Banhotra                               Supervised by: Ms Namrata Sanghi 
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